The Neuron Strategy

Trends That Will Affect Your Future. . .

The SchwartzReport tracks emerging trends that will affect the world, particularly the United States. For EXPLORE it focuses on matters of health in the broadest sense of that term, including medical issues, changes in the biosphere, technology, and policy considerations, all of which will shape our culture and our lives.

A number of years ago in a Cairo taxi, the legendary scientist and inventor Harold Edgerton of MIT, in answer to my question as to how he had been so successful and had accomplished so much said, “Look for the leverage points; everything else is just friction.” His words in the close hot space of that dusty summer afternoon changed my point of view. I saw in them a statement of social acupuncture, expressed with an engineer’s clarity. A guide to an economy of intention, like a martial arts movement or a ballerina’s gesture. When we think about how poverty might really be ameliorated, independent of ideology, political affiliation, or bias, where are such leverage points to be found? There are so many options. Any day’s mail brings several. How does one select something that will make one’s intention a reality?

One clearly successful leverage point is the microloan—the development of personal loan programs, such as the Grameen Bank—for sums that, in America, are often no more than a golf round or a family’s weekly church donation. Larry Dossey, MD, in the “Explorations” section of this issue, eloquently describes the bank, whose founder, Professor Muhammad Yunus, has just won the Nobel Peace Prize for his microlending effort. But his is only one such program. Take a moment and look at kiva.org, an online microlending institution. New York Times columnist Nicholas Kristof, who became involved with kiva.org, describes it this way, “For those . . . who ask me what they can do to help fight poverty, one option is to sit down at your computer and become a microfinancier. That’s what I did recently. From my laptop in New York, I lent $25 each to the owner of a TV repair shop in Afghanistan, a baker in Afghanistan, and a single mother running a clothing shop in the Dominican Republic. I did this through www.kiva.org, a web site that provides information about entrepreneurs in poor countries—their photos, loan proposals and credit history—and allows people to make direct loans to them.”

A program like this, coming in under the social radar, not only loans money that encourages small business, it changes the social fabric. Most of these loans go to women, and because the loan is made in the context of social relationships, typically other women in the village group take responsibility for the loan. It empowers the women and gives them control over money for the first time in their lives, and operates at almost a 100% repayment rate and is without corruption. In this model, social change, because it comes from the bottom up, not the top down as in most social programs, tends to occur in a way, and at a rate, that the village can absorb without undue stress. This is a different world from the stereotypical international social program. In traditional aid efforts, large first-world institutions demand that third world governments write their laws to reflect specific social policies defined by the first-world donor. This is not only top down, but such programs are widely—almost universally—acknowledged to have massive problems with corruption. Yet, as proponents would argue, history makes it clear these large efforts are a necessary part of poverty eradication. What history is also now telling us, though, is that so are the microloans of Grameen, Kiva.org, and others. The lesson seems to be that it is going to require both public and private input and that we don’t want to lose sight of the relative merits of each.

In the United States in the early 70s, we can see this dynamic played out. Compare the top-down Great Society programs of President Lyndon Johnson with the bottom-up transition of the military from elitist conscription armed forces that started the Vietnam war into an all-volunteer meritocracy. President Johnson, for the best of reasons, assembled many of the leading experts of the day to design social programs the federal government could undertake to help the poor. Defense Secretary Melvin Laird, initially through Chief of Naval Operations Elmo Zumwalt, started by asking enlisted personnel and officers, from the most junior to senior, what they liked about the service and what it would take to keep them on their career track. The Great Society, however well intentioned, is mostly forgotten history. The military has become one of our great meritocracies, where race, religion, or social background confer no advantage. Even those who despise the Iraq war admire America’s armed forces.

So we begin to see principles and two points of leverage that can be applied to all manner of purposes: small sums, applied in the right way, at the right time, have a life-affirming transformational power disproportionate to the value of the money involved. And, programs that require social transformation, whether large or small, do best if they can grow from the bottom up.

Here are three other leverage points:

1. Increase of intelligence. Even more fundamental than education in child-
hood development is that a child start life with a healthy brain and nervous system. Even the best pedagogy cannot teach a child whose brain has been crippled because his mother lacked adequate protein in her diet as the fetal brain was forming.

Thanks to a Harvard/MIT research study by Black et al, we know that “lower birth weight babies have worse outcomes, both short-run in terms of one-year mortality rates and longer-run in terms of educational attainment and earnings.”

A multi-institutional research team, headed by S.P. Walker of the Epidemiology Research Unit at The University of the West Indies, Mona, Jamaica, and T.D. Wachs of the Department of Psychological Sciences at Purdue supports the Harvard/MIT team’s findings and expands upon them, saying, “Poverty and associated health, nutrition, and social factors prevent at least 200 million children in developing countries from attaining their developmental potential.” They identify “four key risk factors where the need for intervention is urgent: stunting, iodine deficiency, and iron deficiency anaemia.” They add that the research data also “warrant interventions for malaria, intrauterine growth restriction, maternal depression, exposure to violence, and exposure to heavy metals.”

Healthy brains and nervous systems constitute the starting point from which all else flows. Can anyone doubt that societies which do the most to raise the intelligence of their citizen will be healthy and prosperous in direct proportion to the degree this is authentic and universal. Those societies that have the most brains firing, to fulfill individual potential, will create the greatest consensus of fulfillment within the commonweal of which they are a part. Put in headline form: nations with the most brains working a problem succeed.

Therefore, as we look across the spectrum of options where the limited resources available to eliminate poverty can be put to work, one way of triaging the options is to ask: does this assure properly developed brains and nervous systems? Does this promote gender equality? Does this assist the assimilation of minorities? Developing programs that address these leverage points, one might call The Neuron Strategy.
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